The problem of acoustic modeling for continuous speech recogmuon is addressed. To deal with coaniculation effects and interspeaker variability, an extension of the Mixture Stochastic Trajectory Model (MSTM) is proposed. MSTM is a segment-based model using phonemes as speech units. In MSTM, the observations of a phoneme are modeled by a set of stochastic trajectories. The trajectories are modeled by a mixture of probability density functions (pdf) of state sequences. Each state is associated with a multivariate Gaussian density function. In this paper, we propose to replace the state single Gaussian pdf by a mixture of Gaussian pdfs (MSTM with State-Mixture, SM-MSTM). The parameters of the model are estimated under the ML criterion, using the ExpectationMaximisation (EM) algorithm. The tests of the system on a speakerdependent continuous speech recognition task show a reduction in the word m o r rate by about 15% over the baseline MSTM, even for an equal number of parameters. Experiments based on a multispeaker continuous speech recognition task do not lead to significant improvement over the baseline system.
INTRODUCTION
MSTM is a segment-based model using phonemes as speech units [5] . Compared to hidden Markov models, in MSTM a mixture is defined on observation sequences rather than on individual observation vectors, thus exploiting inua-segmenral information. Each component trajectory is modeled by a multivariate Gaussian pdf. Because of the context influence in continuous speech, the variability is larger in the extremities of the phone segment that in the center. In order to model the contextual effects -such as coaniculation -, some authors have proposed the use of context-dependent continuous density Gaussian mixture HMM based on state clustering
UOI.
For a multi-speaker recognition task, the speech variability is larger at phone level than for speaker-dependent task. In order to take this variability into account, a gender-dependent acoustic model has been proposed [4]: two sets of models (maldfemale) are trained, and the recognizer searches for the best solution between the two sets of models. Speaker variability could also be addressed in the MSTM framework. In [7] , the idea of modeling the long term variability is presented.
Since basic MSTM uses only a single Gaussian pdf per trajectory state, its flexibility to capture large speech variability may be limited. In this paper, we are interested in modeling the variability due to coaniculation effects in speaker-dependent mode and the interspeaker variability in multi-speaker mode. We propose to model each state of a component trajectory of MSTM by mixture of multivariate Gaussian pdfs.
The organisation of the paper is as follow. In section 2, after a presentation of MSTM, the SM-MSTM is described. Section 3 describes the ML estimate of the parameters using algorithm EM. The paper ends with the validation experiments and the discussion, followed by a conclusion.
ACOUSTIC MODEL

. 1 . MSTM
In this section, the basic principle of MSTM is presented. We use the notation p ( X ) for the pdf of continuous X and P r ( X ) for the probability of discrete X. Let X be linearly re-sampled Q points of an observation vector sequence of a speech trzjectory. in MSTM a trajectory is defined as a fixed length sequence of Q observation vectors in the speech specific parameter space:
Each sampled point is called sate. In this paper, we use a vajaov to model the context independent phone. An explicit modeling of phone duration is provided in the framework of MSTM [5]-However, for notation simplicity, any references to the duration modeling will be omitted from this point forward.
The pdf of the observed trajectoxy X is modeled as a mixture of output of stochastic trajectory generators associated to the phoneme -..
Observed speech se-aments bo1 a, P f ( t k la) is the aprion probability of the trajectory compo-
where K" is the number of components in the mixture for the sym-V " time
SM-MSTM
To improve the modeling of coaniculation and speaker variability we propose to define p ( t i l t k , a ) as a mixture of Gaussian pdfs (state-mixture):
The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure for ML estimation of parameters with incomplete data. EM maximises the log-likelihood of observable data, by iteratively maximizing the expectation of the log-likelihood of the complete data (observable and unobservable).
The observable data consists of measured sequence X. The unobservable data Y contains some hidden information. The EM algorithm uses the following expression:
where X denotes the parameter set. The nth iteration of the EM algorithm consists in two distinct steps:
where 7ljk is the state cluster associated with the state i of the trajectory cluster t k and the phoneme a. The number of mixture components Xkc for the state i, the trajectory component t k and the symbol a is determined heuristically according to the amount of state component Q i k , given t k and a. P ( Z j l n i k , t k , u ) is the pdfof state 2; given R i k , t k and a.
We assume: Q(AlA"). Let the observable data be:
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In summary, we obtain the following expression:
and the associated unobservable data be: __.
number of the state clusters associated to the state i, the trajectory t k and the symbol a. P is the set of phonetic symbols. Therefore:
For notation simplicity and without loss of generality, in the remaining of this paper we will limit ourselves to one symbol. Using equations of section 2 and denoting [lik = P r ( 7 l i k l t k , A) and sir; = P f ( t k ( A ) . Eq-9 can be expressed as: The two tasks are difficult because of insufficient training data, noisy recording conditions (AGIMMO), and because the pauses between word are not modeled by our grammar.
Experiment design and discussion
We tested the system on two tasks. The first is a spcakcr-dcpcndent continuous speech recognition task with CEA corpus. The second is a multi-speaker continuous speech recognition task with AGIMMO corpus. In this last task, an unique system is trained with the data from all speakers. clusters.
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